Table Thirteen

POLICE OFFICERS WITH PRIOR COMPLAINTS

1970 to 1978 = 173 or 45.8%

1970 = 12 or 32.4%
1971 =
1972 = 5 or 29.4%
1973 = 15 or 30.6%
1974 = 25 or 35.7%
1975 = 28 or 42.4%
1976 = 25 or 61.0%
1977 = 43 or 78.2%
1978 = 20 or 46.5%
DEADLY FORCE GLOSSARY

Prior Complaint Against Officer: indicates that PILCOP files reflect that the officer has been identified in one or more of the following categories

1. Complaint to PILCOP or Philadelphia Human Relations Commission.

2. Newspaper article indicating some type of abuse by the officer.

3. Police Board of Inquiry docket sheets.

4. Information from confidential sources.

District Location of Incident: indicates the location of the deadly force incident, however, the officer using deadly force may not be assigned to the district location, i.e., officer may be assigned to highway patrol, stake-out squad or the officer may have been off duty.

Armed with Other Weapon: indicates that the victim was reportedly armed with some type of object that was construed to be a weapon, i.e., knife, stick, bat, brick, etc.

Victim Fleeing: indicates that the victim was or attempting to run away from the police at the time deadly force was used.

Victim Confronting or Fighting Police: "confronting" an officer denotes a very brief, perhaps verbal action toward police, while "fighting" denotes that the victim, armed or unarmed, had a sustained confrontation with police.

Note: some victims who confronted or fought with police were subsequently shot by police while fleeing.

Mistaken or Accidental: indicates the victim was mistaken for committing a crime or injured by an errant firing. Accidental shooting indicates the victim was shot during a struggle or some other type of misfiring.

Crime Charged or Committed by Victim: The crime classification used is as follows

A. Dangerous (forcible) Felony

  Robbery
  Rape
  Arson
  Murder
  Aggravated Assault & Battery with a weapon (upon officer or others)
B. Non Dangerous (Non-Forcible) Felony and misdemeanors

- Riot
- Burglary
- Larceny of Automobile
- Theft
- Forgery
- Drug Violation
- P.I.C.
- P.O.W.
- Assault without a weapon
- Threats
- Recklessly endangering

C. Cover Charges

- Resisting Arrest
- Disorderly Conduct
- Assault and Battery on officer without a weapon

None: indicates that the victim was not reported to have committed any crime at the time of the shooting
1970 - 36 INCIDENTS

1/28 Dwight Williams was shot by Robert Rodgers (off-duty) Policeman allegedly heard shot, then stopped a man who was chasing after two other men. Circumstances are unclear.

2/1 Harold Brown (juv.) shot (k) by Brinkley Evans and Livingston Lennon shot by Thomas Lyons. Victims, unarmed, were fleeing in moving vehicle. Car was allegedly stolen. Subsequent charges against the policemen were dismissed.

2/1 James Parker shot (k) by James Vales (off-duty). Policeman driving cab, was allegedly robbed by victim. Policeman thought victim was armed when victim put a key to his neck.

2/8 Henry Caesar shot by Eugene Barnes during car check. Circumstances are unclear.

2/9 Joseph Rios (juv.) shot by Ronald McLane and/or Andrew Kelley. Victim unarmed had allegedly broken into house and was shot while fleeing.

2/9 Frank Williams shot by Richard Baker. Victim, a burglary suspect, allegedly fired twice at policeman; policeman returned fire 6 times. The victim was shot in the back.

2/23 John Manning shot (k) by Henry Matherson; fired 3 times, and by Raymond Barlow, fired once. Victim, unarmed, was allegedly stripping copper pipes from school building; he was shot both in confronting and fleeing the policemen.

3/2 James Hamilton shot (k) by policemen Bergman and Rambo. Police intervened in domestic dispute; victim allegedly opened fire, wounding policeman O'Flynn.

3/16 James Cephas shot by Henry Matherson and James West. Police intervened in domestic dispute; victim allegedly attacked with knife.

APPENDIX I
4/2 Robert Skinner shot by Edward D'Amato and/or Joseph Kovack. Victim was allegedly burglarizing drugstore after hours; victim was allegedly armed with lead pipe.

4/6 Irving Garnet (k) shot by Harry Robinson. Victim, unarmed, allegedly fleeing burglary. Accomplice was arrested. Policeman had been given keys to bar so as to check it after hours.

4/9 Ricardo Smack (juv.) shot by Wayne Owens. Victim, unarmed, was stopped and searched for drugs when melee ensued. Circumstances are unclear.

5/19 Clarence Toney (juv.) shot by Robert Flint. Victim, unarmed, was allegedly fleeing from store with stolen goods. Policeman fired warning shots.

6/26 Philip Mayfield shot by James McGrath. Victim, unarmed, was allegedly fleeing after pursesnatching.

7/18 Unknown shot by Theodore Pokoy (off-duty). Victim, armed, had attempted to rob supermarket cashier.

7/30 Cleveland Storey shot by Marion Rogers. Victim at the scene of a gang fight was allegedly protecting his auto with an unloaded WWII Japanese rifle, when he was shot.

7/31 Michael Glass shot by John Sykes. Victim, unarmed, was allegedly fleeing in stolen truck.

8/6 James Henry Scott shot by John Wambold, fired 4 times. Victim, alleged burglar, knifed policeman; victim was shot in flight.

8/8 Charles Wiggins shot by unknown policeman, fired 3 times. Victim, unarmed, was fleeing on rooftops after police had attempted to serve warrant.

8/10 John Vettese shot (k) by William Escher (off-duty). Victim and policeman were involved in an argument. Each had several companions.

8/12 Mark Cadogen (juv.) shot by Felix Tartaglia. Victim was shot in gun battle after breaking into a car.
8/28 Richard Henry Walker shot (k) by Robert Pinder. Victim, suspected burglar, was shot while fleeing through window of closed bar.

9/2 Paul Frankenhauser shot (k) by Edward Bastian. Victim ran a red light, was pursued by police, fired at police from within building; police returned fire.

9/4 Lee Perokton shot by Walter Miller and/or Joseph Byrne. Victim in moving vehicle was chased by police. When some pellets allegedly hit the police vehicle, the police fired.

9/4 Robert Clark (juv.) shot (k) by Ismael Plaza, fired 4 ti. Victim, armed with knife, allegedly jumped from stolen c. was then shot.

9/5 Larry Furman shot by Ernest Lucas. While disputing subway fare, victim allegedly drew knife. After verbal warnings, victim was shot from about forty feet.

9/9 William Slimback shot (k) by Robert Shackelford and/or William Holley. Victim, unarmed, was shot after refusing to stop under suspicion of burglary.

9/10 Irvin Bundy shot by Frank Celluci. Victim was shot as he fled hold-up.

9/25 Roland Summers (juv.) shot by Michael McIntyre. Victim, unarmed, was shot when he refused to stop under suspicion of robbing high school students.

11/4 Joseph Hogan (off-duty) shot (k) by Charles Gavin (off-duty). Victim, a policeman, was shot accidentally during a card game.

11/7 Charles Chavis (juv.) shot by Robert Gardner. Victim, carrying a shotgun, refused to stop on command. Circumstances are unclear.
11/28  Raymond C. Brooks shot (k) by Richard Carter (off-duty). The two were involved in a fight at bar. Victim allegedly came at the policeman with a razor and was shot. Witnesses assert that the victim was unarmed.


12/8  William Fitzsimmons (juv.) shot (k) by William Kozemple. Victim was shot when he allegedly swung a bottle at the policeman. Circumstances are unclear.

Unknown Date 1970  James Williams was shot by Jessie Genhardt. Victim allegedly attempted rape. Confronted police with knife and was then shot in flight.
1972 - 30 INCIDENTS

1/22  Louis Whitner shot (k) by Paul Taylor. Victim, suspected robber, exchanged fire with policeman. Policeman was wounded in the groin.

2/2  William Reese shot (k) by Raymond Hill (off-duty). Victim, alleged robber, was shot during a gun battle in a taproom.

2/23  Roger Allison, shot by James P. Byrnes and/or James Hill. The victim, who is retarded, allegedly attacked the police with a broken bottle. Officers were arrested and then released.

3/7  Simon Whitley shot (k) by Thomas Devine and/or Michael Cohill. Victim assaulted civilian in a bar. When police came they were fired upon.

3/17  Warren Weddington (juv.) shot by Weldon Hawthorne. Victim allegedly struggled for gun in police car, was then shot while fleeing.

3/29  Bernard Ellis shot by William Gantz (off-duty). Argument ensued at VFW post. Victim allegedly attacked the policeman with a hatchet. Warning shots were fired.

5/24  William Allen (juv.) shot by James Speller. Victim was allegedly fleeing policeman, and turned and pointed a gun. The victim's gun was never found.

6/17  Robert Michalowski (juv.) shot by George Woods. Argument ensued over loitering. Victim allegedly hit policeman with an antenna. Warning shots were fired.

6/28  Edward Davis shot by unknown policeman. Victim, unarmed, burglary suspect, struggled with police and then attempted to escape.

7/22  Joseph Smalls, Jr. shot (k) by Raymond Noble. Victim allegedly threatened the policeman with a knife. Circumstances are unclear.
7/15 Edward Jacobs shot by Philip Williams (off-duty). Victim was shot during chase after allegedly robbing a bar. Victim first opened fire, but gun misfired.

7/18 Mose Cobey shot by George Guy. Victim was a bystander during a gun battle with burglars and was shot accidentally.

7/30 Alfred Handy shot (k) by Robert Sudhop. Victim, armed, a suspected pursesnatcher, allegedly jumped at policeman with knife.

8/12 Paul Baxter (juv.) shot by Andrew Kelley and Robert Dione. Victim, unarmed, was shot in flight after pursesnatching.

8/16 Benjamin Velazquez shot by Harvey Spizman; victim, burglary suspect, ignored orders to halt.

8/27 Charles Roberts shot by Thomas Mitchell. Victim, narcotics suspect, was shot accidentally when he hit policeman's arm.

8/27 Wayne Johnson shot by Jerome Henderson. Victim, suspected burglar, shot in flight after allegedly lunging at police with penknife.

8/31 Ronald Tremble shot (k) by Domenic Colleluori. Victim, alleged car thief, struck policeman with cuffs, was shot in flight.

9/7 Brandon Johnson, shot (k) by Richard Ryan, Joseph Warring, and/or Dexter Lewis. Victim, unarmed burglary suspect, was shot in flight from police.

9/22 Clarence Ezell shot by Win Fitzpatrick. Victim, unarmed narcotics suspect, wounded in flight.

10/2 Hugh Gallagher (off-duty detective) shot by Louis Boyer and James LaSalle. Victim ordered to drop gun, but instead opened fire, wounding one policeman.

10/15 James Vermillion shot by Thomas Hefferon (off-duty). Policeman went to investigate complaint. Gunfight ensued; both men were wounded.
11/7 Eric Lark (juv.) shot by unknown JAD policeman. Policeman investigated a disturbance. Victim fled, then allegedly pointed a shotgun at the pursuing policemen.


11/15 Robert Griggs shot by Lance Moore. Police investigated disturbance; victim fled in car. Victim was shot twice, once in car, once in subsequent confrontation with police.

11/15 Hubert Coleman shot (k) by Robert York and Warren Parker. Policemen witnessed victim fire upon civilian from car. Gave chase; when victim fired, shots were returned.

12/17 Winston Thompson shot (k) by Lawrence Dejarnette and Albert Massey. Victim, robber suspect opened fire upon police stake-out.

12/20 Richard Davis shot by Harry Greer. Victim was shot after brandishing a gun and refusing to leave the apartment of complainant. Circumstances are unclear.

12/21 Frank Cabell shot by Thomas Hollman. Victim, who had allegedly threatened family with gun, was shot when he pointed at police.

12/31 Robert Johnson shot by Jesse Humphrey. Unarmed burglary suspect wounded in flight.
1972 - 45 INCIDENTS

1/3  Unknown shot by Raymond Wood (off-duty). Policeman was arrested for wounding man with service revolver. Circumstances are unclear.

2/22  Charles Bowers (juv.) shot by Edwin McMullin. Policeman answered break-in call, fell and then shot unarmed fleeing victim.

3/3  Leroy Shenandoah, John Benedict and Raymond Moses shot by Albert Montanaro and Thomas Rambo (Shenandoah was killed, Benedict and Moses were wounded). Police arrived to break up disturbance during filming of movie. Fights broke out and shots were subsequently fired. Policeman Rambo fell and broke leg during incident. Victim Shenandoah was shot five times and killed. This incident was being probed by the US Justice Department.

3/5  Irene McCowin shot by Woodrow Nelson (off-duty). Victim allegedly threatened patrons of bar with shotgun. The shotgun was a broomstick in a plastic bag.

3/13  Willie Shaw and Margaret Ann Roller shot by Earl Morris (off-duty). Policeman claims he saw man about to attack a policeman in a crowd; he grabbed at the man and his gun fired accidentally, wounding victim Shaw. Victim Roller in a nearby car was wounded by a stray bullet.

4/3  Eugene Boyer shot (k) by Sam Williams (off-duty). Policeman fired 5 times when victim allegedly attempted robbery of bar and failed to drop gun when ordered.

4/16  Tyrone Gooding shot by unknown plainclothes policeman. Victim allegedly opened fire when police attempted to serve warrant.
Wayne McNeil shot by William Conroy. Victim, unarmed, after alleged prowling, fled in stolen car, was shot when he jumped from car.

Theodore Turner shot by Francis Hilt. Victim, unarmed and fleeing, was shot accidentally when policeman tripped in alley.

Raymond Thomas shot by Edward Tusco. Victim was shot fleeing policeman who was attempting to serve warrant.

Theodore Leak shot (k) by William Cheek (off-duty). Victim allegedly shot a man in poolroom, and kept shooting despite policeman's order to drop gun.

Joseph Gagliardi shot (k) by Robert Flint. Victim allegedly knocked policeman down, attempted to take gun and was then shot in the ensuing struggle.

Robert Smith shot by Charles Phenis. Victim, unarmed, suspected burglar, shot 2 times in flight after orders to halt.

David Bowden shot by unknown. Victim waving gun shot upon police when they responded to disturbance.

James Mankowski shot (k) by Thorwall Jensen. Victim allegedly lunged at policeman with butcher knife.

Andrew Mallory shot (k) by William O'Toole and John Lally. Victim robbed and raped woman, threatened police with gun and then was shot in flight.

Herman Brinson shot by Edward Hilligan and Michael Beren. Victim was shot 3 times as he attempted to flee stationhouse.
8/4 John Guy shot by Joseph Lindenmuth. Victim, fleeing unarmed burglar, was shot 3 times after orders to halt.

8/4 Jainata Pasday shot by Robert Schoenewald (off-duty). Victim, unarmed, with accomplices, was breaking into car. All fled in another car, but pulled car to curb after the policeman fired one shot.

8/14 Hershel Robbins shot by James Williams (off-duty). Victim was accidentally shot during argument about traffic problem.

8/18 Theodore McIntosh shot by Leon Scott and Paul Tolbert. Victim, robbery suspect, was shot while attempting to flee stake-out squad.

8/19 Stanley Harris shot by Louis Griffin (off-duty). Victim was shot accidentally after argument over a bottle of whiskey.

8/24 Eric Banks shot by Raleigh Stevens (off-duty). Victim was shot by mistake when policeman broke up a gang fight.

8/27 Ernest Sanders shot by Francis Brennan. Victim, rape suspect, grabbed another policeman’s gun, pointed it and was shot.

9/27 Harry Twiggs shot by Rocco Paliero (detective). Victim was shot in City Hall when he wrested a gun from a guard and attempted to escape.

9/30 Renel Eberhart shot (k) by Bryan Morris. Victim, unarmed, was shot in flight after alleged robbery. Warning shots were fired.

10/7 Isaiah Anderson shot by unknown policeman. Police raided an illegal gambling operation. Victim, an off-duty security guard, allegedly pointed gun and was shot in the ankle.
Epifaino Rivera shot by Barry Burger. Victim was seen allegedly striking a woman. He was shot when he allegedly confronted the policeman.

Michael Marrero shot by Herbert Winston. Victim, unarmed, was shot accidentally during an attempted escape from hospital.

Augustus Fleming shot (k) by Sidney Landis (plaintclothes back-up for "Granny" squad). Victim armed with 'unidentified weapon' snatched purse from "granny cop" (Michael Lutz) and was shot after refusing to halt.

Edward Sumpter shot by Charles Harris (Sgt.off-duty). Victim and accomplice were allegedly breaking into parked car. Policeman ordered them to place their hands against a wall. Accomplice obeyed and victim allegedly lunged at policeman.

Clifford Johnson (juv.) shot by Daniel Quimby and Eugene Updyke. Victim with cashbox was seen climbing out of broken window. He fled, ignored warnings to halt, and policemen fired several shots.

Ralph Lytle shot by Anthony Morina. Victim, armed, was shot in back while fleeing a robbery.


Aaron Holmes (juv.) shot by Thomas Hefferson. Victim was shooting at his father. Victim had put gun down at policeman's request, but picked it up again and was shot.

Luis Olivencia shot by Bernard Cleary. Victim, armed, had shot someone and was being pursued by police.
11/12 Michael Gordon (juv.) shot by John Monaghan. Policeman surprised a group of juveniles at alleged burglary scene. Victim, unarmed, fled and was shot 3 times.

11/25 Benjamin Mitchell shot by Thomas Toohey. Victim, robbery suspect, pushed policeman and ran. Victim turned and policeman shot him thinking that he was armed.

11/28 Vernon Hughes shot by Gaylord Coston (off-duty). Victim was spotted by policeman who suspected him as having robbed policeman's father. Victim allegedly grabbed at the policeman's gun and both were wounded during the ensuing struggle.

12/9 James Jameson shot by Frank Regan. Policeman told victim to drop bayonet that he was carrying; victim refused and was shot as he approached the policeman.

12/18 Charles Bright shot by William Bajoff and Rafael Nazario. Victim and accomplice had threatened a woman. Victim was shot in ensuing chase as he was perched upon a fence with a .32 calibre revolver.

12/26 Louis Norris shot by Joseph DeCarlo and Thomas Fredericks. Victim was seen looting fraternity house. When police arrived, victim had fled and was shot after warning to halt.
1973 - 55 INCIDENTS

1/1  Alvin Roberts shot (k) by Andrew Yaletsko; Larry Handerson was shot by Glen Cooper. Victims, robbery suspects, were shot in an exchange of fire when policemen responded to alarm.

1/2  James Tucker shot (k) by Francis Kelley (off-duty). Victim allegedly confronted policemen with an automatic pistol at a party. Policeman identified himself, told victim to drop weapon and then shot 3 times.

1/6  Michael Clemens shot by Joseph Jackson (off-duty). Victim shot in fight over comment made regarding policeman's clothes.

1/13 Franklin Saulsberry shot by John Lambert. Victim allegedly drew pistol on policeman and was shot twice.

1/17 Henry Bosley shot by James Kereshan. Policemen attempted to serve warrant. Victim disarmed them, but was finally shot.

1/22 Charles Anderson shot (k) by Daniel Palermo. Victim, alleged burglar, was shot in flight. Circumstances are unclear.

1/22 Norman Bey shot by unknown policeman. Victim was shot 14 times after allegedly pointing weapon at police after robbery. This incident is PILCOP case 73-11, closed.

1/30 Isaish Green shot by Harry Mackel. Policeman entered bank as victim was robbing it. Victim opened fire and policeman returned it.

2/1 Charles Bouges shot by James Martin. Policeman intervened in gang fight. Victim allegedly slapped policeman and was shot in flight. Circumstances are unclear.
2/5 Richard Hall shot by Thomas McElroy. Victim allegedly attacked policeman in diner with a knife.

2/26 Tyrone Reed shot by Leonard Bojanowski. Victim, after hold-up, was shot in flight after verbal warning to half.

2/28 Ricardo Fisher (juv.) shot by Robert Fort. Victim, mistaken for a drug suspect, was shot while fleeing policeman.

3/5 Tennie James shot (k) by Luther Darden. Victim was shot during an attempted bank hold-up.

3/10 Leon Bradley shot (k) by Richard Richardson. Victim was shot in the head when he pointed a revolver at policeman in the accident ward of hospital.

3/12 Richard Cobbs shot by John Olexa. Victim fled after being asked for identification. Victim allegedly reached in pocket and was shot.

3/12 Robert Fisher shot by Patrick McCole (off-duty); victim was frisked after allegedly burglarizing policeman's car. Victim struck policeman's hand, and was accidentally shot.

3/14 Rev. Janis Silin shot (k) by Patrick Malloy. Victim was shot accidentally when police were chasing a car thief.

3/14 James Dawson was shot by Larry Funderburck (off-duty). Victim, armed, was shot after hold-up of delivery truck.

3/15 William Smith and unknown shot by William Crawley. Victim exchanged shots with police after traffic violation. Bystander was wounded by police bullet.

3/25 Zeke Simmons shot by Clyde Chapman or Wylie Coleman. Victim was accidentally shot when police intervened in gang fight.
Herbert Moore shot by David Kaisinger (detective, off-duty). Victim was attempting to rob man when policeman intervened. Circumstances are unclear.

Melvin Jackson shot (k) by William Palmer. Victim, suspected armed robber, was shot during confrontation with police.

John Thomas shot (k) by Policeman Hendricks. James Williams shot (k) by Policeman Marselo. Victims were shot and killed after armed robbery. Policeman was wounded during the incident.

Jesse Calhoun shot (k) by Martin Connors and/or John Romano. Police intervened in a domestic dispute. Victim pulled starter's pistol during struggle with police and was shot.

Ronald Page (juv.) shot by Genero Mitchell. Victim, alleged gang member, was told to drop gun; he did not, but fled. Warning shots were fired before victim was shot.

Floyd Williams shot by unknown policeman. Victim, narcotics suspect, was shot accidentally during struggle with police.

Myrtos Headen shot by Mark Johnson (off-duty). Victim allegedly slashed policeman with a razor during argument. Policeman accidentally fired when his arm was grabbed by victim.

Carl Holmes shot by Leon Jubicejewski and/or Robert Conroy. Victim was shot as he fled on foot from stolen vehicle.

Perriott Smith shot (k) by Robert Hurst. Victim was shot when he attempted to rob a state liquor store.
6/25 Arthur Nicholson shot (k) by John Lambert. Victim opened his house door, allegedly drew gun and was fired upon 6 times.

7/3 Gary Louis shot (k) by unknown policeman. Victim was shot during burglary. Circumstances are unclear.

7/3 Henry Isabell shot (k) by Salvadore Gambino. Victim, fitting description of a robbery suspect, was stopped, frisked. During the frisk, victim allegedly reached for a gun and the policeman fired 6 times.

7/16 James Kegler shot (k) by Arthur Shunk (off-duty). Victim attempted escape from stationhouse and was shot in flight.

7/25 Robert Cahill shot (k) by Orlando deStefano. Victim was shot fatally in a struggle following a strongarmed hold-up.

7/31 John Robinson shot (k) by Charles Allen (undercover). Victim allegedly tried to rob policeman in subway. Victim threatened with jagged glass and was shot 5 times.

8/8 James Kennedy shot by Philip Cochetti (detective). Victim was asked into police car, was then told that he was under arrest for arson. Victim fled, and was shot in chest after warning shots.

8/29 Earl Clark shot (k) by Arthur Carter (PHA policeman, off-duty). Victim pulled gun; policeman pulled gun and victim was shot when he fled. Circumstances are unclear.

8/29 Bertie Archer shot by unknown policeman. Victim dressed as woman, was fired upon when he fled in car that had been suspected in a robbery. Circumstances are unclear.

9/22 Donnie Rowe shot (k) by Ralph Cravera. Policeman stopped victim for traffic violation. The victim took off in car, dragging policeman, who then shot.
10/6 William Martin shot by Dennis Lamond. Victim after attempted robbery fled and was shot when he turned to fire upon the policeman.

10/11 Harry Hodge shot (k) by unknown policeman. Victim was shot and killed after a chase from house burglary. Circumstances are unclear.

10/12 Anthony Tokarchek shot (k) by John Egan (off-duty). Victim allegedly had threatened bartender with gun and was shot by policeman 2 times.

10/12 Charles Carlson shot (k) by John Lambert. Policeman observed drug transaction, chased men into bar. Victim then drew gun so policeman fired.

10/15 Larry Brown shot by James McGrath. Victim and policeman were both wounded in a shoot-out during robbery attempt.

10/16 Lawrence Barrett shot (k) by John Brisbin. Victim was shot as he led a man from a bar at gunpoint.


11/11 Frederick Davis shot (k) by Charles Shalet. Victim stopped for stolen car check, physically confronted policeman and was shot.

11/11 Robert Johnson shot (k) by John Flaherty. Victim had gun to man's head and was shot when he pointed it at policeman. Circumstances are unclear.

11/24 Vernon Brown shot by Robert Porter. Policeman observed victim stealing purses from a doctor's office. Victim was then shot in flight.

11/25 Nathaniel Martin shot (k) by James Taino. Policeman fired upon fleeing victim after pursesnatching.

12/2 James Shamos and Robert Crosley shot by Lawrence Gallagher (off-duty). Victims were shot during fight with policeman in bar. As a result of incident, policeman was suspended from force and charged with aggravated assault.
1974 - 70 INCIDENTS

2/1 Payton Robinson shot by Arthur Mann. Policeman ordered men running from house to stop. Victim allegedly turned with shotgun and was shot.

2/10 Edward Morgan shot (k) by William Eckart. Policeman responded to complaint and found victim and accomplice robbing a man. Victim was shot in flight after repeated verbal warnings.

2/23 Roy Parsons shot by Michael Tursi. Victim, unarmed, was shot in flight after attempted rape.

2/25 Steven Binder shot (k) by Kenneth Bickel. Victim was shot in flight after attempted robbery. Circumstances are unclear.

2/25 Thomas White shot by Levi Anderson. Victim upon leaving theatre after robbery pointed gun at policeman and was shot.

2/26 Ernest Bolten shot (k) by Joseph Hack. Victim, burglary suspect, fled, then confronted policeman and was shot in the ensuing struggle. Warning shots were fired.

2/28 Francis Johnson shot by Joseph Williams (off-duty). Victim, and policeman were in an argument over parking. Victim was shot when he allegedly reached inside coat.

3/ Unknown shot by Hosey Evans (off-duty). Victim was allegedly robbing bar when policeman intervened. Victim fired once and fled; policeman pursued and fired 3 times.

3/12 James Wright shot (k) by Francis Reilly. Victim fitting description of pursesnatcher was shot 3 times by policeman. He had allegedly pulled a shiny object from pocket, which was later determined to be a shoe horn.
3/28  Paul Dunbar shot (k) by Matthew Smith (back-up for "Granny" squad). Brian Williams (juv.) and John Crump (juv.) shot by John Benham (back-up for "Granny" squad). Victims, unarmed, robbed a police plant. In flight, one of the victims allegedly turned toward policemen as if armed.

4/13  Carl Prince shot by Thomas Toohey. Victim, armed, chasing persons on the street. Policeman identified himself and then fired 3 times.

4/16  James McClain shot by Michael Lingham. Policeman raided victim's house for narcotics. Gunfight initiated by victim; victim was wounded in hand and policeman died of wounds 27 days later.

4/17  Anthony Pagliante shot by Ronald Foley. Victim in car committed traffic violation. Policeman thought he heard shots and fired upon the moving vehicle.

4/22  Calvin Blackwell shot by John Thorne (JAD, off-duty). Policeman witnessed victim allegedly breaking into car. Victim unarmed was shot when he ignored orders to halt.


4/29  Michael Corbitt shot by Anthony Morina. Victim was shot in flight after rape attempt.

5/  Edward Fisher shot by Joseph DiLullo. Victim was stopped by policeman in City Hall, fled and was shot once in the shoulder.
5/11 Donald Jackson (juv.) shot by unknown policeman. Victim, unarmed, was shot in flight. Circumstances are unclear. Witnesses assert that the victim had stopped when shot.

5/14 Douglas Clark shot by Arthur Hughes. Victim fleeing, was shot after trying to break into subway booth.


5/19 Bruce Norman, shot by Policemen Chehan, Ingenito and/or Farrell. Victim had been lying in street when policemen followed victim into house. Victim, armed with tire jack, was shot 3 times.


6/9 Three unknowns shot by Edward Stewart (off-duty). Policeman alleged that he was attacked by a pack of youths in playground.

6/19 King Howard shot (k) by unknown policeman. Police investigating a murder were fired upon when approaching victim's house.

6/24 Ronald Durant shot (k) by John Frazier and/or Douglas McCafferty. Policemen chased victim from airport terminal. Unarmed victim was shot in car at police roadblock.

6/28 Evelyn Johnson shot by Daniel Palermo. Victim was shot accidentally as policeman was shooting at a stolen car thief.

6/29 Kevin Johnson shot (k) by Robert Hurst ("Granny" policeman) and/or Matthew Smith (back-up for "granny" squad). Derek Grimes (juv.) shot by John Benham (back-up for "granny" squad). Policeman, a plant, was robbed; victims were shot in flight. Victims, unarmed, allegedly had their hands in pocket during robbery.
7/2  Reginald Burch shot by Benjamin Pickard (off-duty). Victim with knife allegedly threatened policeman. After verbal warning, policeman fired. Witnesses assert that victim had no weapon.

7/19 Luis Olivencia shot (k) by Paul Valasek and/or John Peterson. Victim in car was stopped for traffic violation. Victim allegedly drew gun and gunfight ensued. Policeman Valasek was wounded.

7/20 Clifton Fruster shot by John Fahy. Victim entered subway after robbery. Policeman ordered victim to halt, and shots were exchanged.

7/22 Luis Negron shot by Thomas Eldred. Victim, suspected burglar, fired upon policeman, was wounded when policeman returned fire.

7/23 Quille Boynton shot (k) by Ramon Martinez and/or William Deeley. Victim took gun from security guard, and was then shot 4 times by police.

7/23 Elvert Darden (juv.) shot by Richard Krzaczek. Victim, unarmed, fled abandoned house after allegedly taking copper pipe.

8/7 Leslie Robinson shot by Matthew Smith (back-up for "granny" squad). Victim threatened police plant (Robert Hurst) with chair leg, took $4 and was shot fleeing.

8/10 Kevin Krause shot by unknown policeman. Victim in car engaged police in gun battle after robbery.

8/10 Michael Boyle shot by David Todd. Victim, burglary suspect, was shot in flight after verbal warning.

9/ Lawrence Westbrook (juv.) and unknown shot by Henry Whittel (PHA policeman) (Westbrook was killed, unknown wounded.) Policeman called to quiet youths. Argument erupted and policeman fired 2 times. Circumstances are unclear.
9/4 Unknown shot (k) by Francis Welch and/or Thomas McElroy. Victim, armed, opened fire upon investigating policemen. Policeman Welch was wounded. Circumstances are unclear.

9/19 Tracey Farley shot by Gary Davis (undercover). Victim, narcotics suspect, was shot when he pulled gun on policeman during drug deal.

9/25 Raymond Caesar (juv.) shot by Joseph Bowen (Sgt.), Aaron Smith or Dennis Paris. Victim, unarmed, was shot in flight after burglary by one of the three policemen.

9/28 Anthony Bennett shot (k) by Robert Daly. Policeman intervened in domestic dispute. Victim with knife apprehended, escaped and was shot in flight.

10/17 Mackey Choice shot by Richard Kendzior. Victim, during robbery, opened fire upon intervening policeman. Both policeman and victim were wounded.

10/18 Clennon Murray shot (k) by John Sykes ("Granny" policeman). Alex Jenkins shot by John Benham (back-up for "granny" squad). Victims, unarmed, robbed police plant and were shot in flight.

10/19 Carlton Brown shot (k) by unknown policeman. Victim, an escapee, was shot in a stake-out. Circumstances are unclear.

10/27 Carl Preston shot (k) by Paul Domenic (highway patrol). Victim, robbery suspect, was pursued by police. Victim was shot fatally after firing at policeman.

10/27 John Johnson shot (k) by policeman Parkinson. Victim, unarmed, was shot after attempting burglary and wounding another policeman in ensuing struggle.

10/29 Tyrone Pelts shot by David Johnson (off-duty). Victim was shot by policeman during attempted armed robbery.
10/30 Ed Lee Herron shot (k) by Richard Urbanowski. Hendrick Byrd shot by James Bushman. Policemen responded to alarm of clothing store, exchanged fire with victims.

11/4 Lawrence Johns shot by Donald Griffiths, and/or Michael Lutz. Policemen broke into hotel room where victim, a suspected burglar, was staying, and fired as victim jumped through window.

11/10 Michael Gladden (juv.) shot (k) by Charles Raffaelle (Railroad patrolman). Victim was shot in flight after armed robbery of another patrolman.

11/13 Alexander Crawford shot by Paul Domenic (Highway patrol). Policeman spotted victim with gun and accomplice walking on the street. Victim and accomplice fled, and victim was shot when he allegedly pointed the weapon at the policeman.

11/15 Elvin Barnham shot (k) by Gaylon Clements (plain clothes). Victim and accomplice were mugging a man. Policeman intervened, struggle ensued and victim was shot once in the chest.

11/22 Jeffrey Lee shot by Dennis Lamond. Victim after robbing a store, turned gun upon the policeman while attempting to flee.

11/24 Raymond Jennings shot by Patrick Taylor. Policeman responded to report that two men were robbing a home. Victim was shot when he pointed gun at policeman. Both victim and accomplice were then apprehended after brief chase.

12/6 Michael Carr shot by Peter Stock. Victim, stopped for traffic violation, shot when he attempted to run over policeman.

12/7 James Sydnes-Smith shot (k) by James Cahill (s/r.t.). Victim, claiming to be "Buddha", armed with scimitar, was chased by police. After repeated warnings, victim was shot 6 times.

12/9 Lorenzo Smack shot (k) by Ronald Gillespie and/or John Wheeler. Victim robbed a store, fled police, and was shot 4 times when he pointed gun at police.

12/10 Clarence Lane shot by William Farrell. Victim with accomplices was robbing house when police intervened. Gun battle began and both victim and policeman Farrell were wounded.

12/15 Ronald Carr (juv.) and Darrell Richardson (juv.) by Zachary Williams (PHA policeman, off-duty). Carr was killed, Richardson was wounded. Victims asked policemen for a cigarette. Argument ensued and both youths were shot.

12/20 John Price shot by unknown policeman. Victim and accomplices were drinking, began to have target practice in basement. Police came, and when victim fired upon police, he was shot.
1975 -- 79 INCIDENTS

1/3/75  George Zuber (juv.) age 15, shot by officer William Jones after he observed Zuber and another youth going through the pockets of a third individual. Zuber and the youth fled; Jones fired four shots after a verbal warning to halt.

1/3/75  Sharon Schlacter, age 24, shot (k) by estranged husband, officer Thomas Schlacter who, while on duty drove to her mother's house where she was staying.

1/7/75  Hardy Lundey, age 24, shot by officer Herbert Scott after narcotics officers Scott and Keith Quick initiated a heroin buy by giving money to Lundey. When Lundey was told he was under arrest he grabbed a bayonet from the street and began swinging it at the officers. Scott fired twice.

1/15/75  Leroy Keys, age 25, shot by narcotics officer Gary Davis after the two got into an argument over a heroin sale. Keys drew a gun. Davis grabbed the barrel to divert a shot which went wild. Then drew his own revolver and shot Keys.

1/19/75  Percy Brown, age 22, shot by officer Wayne Klepsky, who with another officer entered a bar while a robbery was in progress. Brown, armed with an ice pick, and another man fled. After a warning to halt, Brown turned and was shot by Klepsky.

1/30/75  Clarence Walker, age 40, shot by officers Joseoh Duross and Lawrence Boston after he was seen in a crowd with a gun. When ordered to drop it, Walker fled, turned and pointed the gun at the officers. Duross shot 3 times, Boston once.


2/6/75  Charles Brister, age 29, shot (k) by officer Michael Cahill, responding with another officer to a prowler call. Officers forced entry finding Brister and German Shepherd which he 'sic'-ed on them. Cahill fired at dog and missed. Brister fled and was shot in the head.

2/10/75  Simon Murray, age 19, shot by officer John Dzara. Record shop owner was chasing Murray and fired two shots. Dzara joined chase firing 5 times.
2/11/75  Patrick Fidler, age 32 (k), shot by officer Kent Reppert who was responding to a burglary call. Reppert was attacked by Fidler. During struggle, Reppert's gun went off striking Fidler.

2/15/75  Charles Cross, shot by stakeout officer John Benham after 4 men robbed another stakeout officer. Three officers and a dog came on the scene as the suspects fled. Benham fired hitting Cross.

3/7/75  Catherine McDaniels, shot (k) by officer Charles Schalet after he saw her with a gun in her hand on the street. Schalet got out of his police car, identified himself as a police officer and approached McDaniels. When ordered to drop gun, McDaniels raised and levelled at Schalet, who fired once.

3/9/75  James Dancey, age 27, shot (k) by officer Marshall Moss, who responding to a family disturbance call, found Dancey terrorizing family members with a butcher knife. When Dancey refused to drop the knife and advanced toward the officer, Moss fired.

3/13/75  Wayne Syrkett (juv.) age 17, shot by officer Thomas Mc Namee who, responding with officer William O'Neill to a burglary call, found Syrkett and 3 others inside a closed taproom. When Syrkett ran for the door, Mc Namee fired.

3/15/75  Catherine Coley, age 24, shot (k) by husband, off duty officer Harry Coley who then shot and killed himself.

3/17/75  Curtis Norman, age 18, shot by officers Harold Goldback and Dennis Lo Presti, after Goldback, responding to a report of gun in school yard, ordered 3 men to leave yard. Norman ran. Goldback fired twice. Lo Presti heard shots, saw Norman approaching as if he was pulling a gun and fired, striking Norman.

3/18/75  Lynwood Brewington (juv.) age 14, shot by stakeout officer, Thomas Hasson, after Brewington grabbed shopping bag of police decoy. Hasson stopped Brewington who kicked Hasson in the groin, causing gun to drop, and discharge striking Brewington in back.

3/18/75  Reginald Stinnet, age 19, shot by officer Stephen Moore and Sgt. Gerald Cross after Stinnet held up bar, taking gun in his pocket. Fleeing he faced two officers who fired seven times.
3/24/75  James Williams, shot by officer John Bowen and other unnamed officers responding to a robbery complaint. Williams fired at Bowen from behind a cigarette machine and was shot by Bowen and others. Bowen was seriously wounded.

3/24/75  Unknown male, age unknown, (x), shot at least 8 times by stakeout officers fleeing from robbery in which James Williams was killed.

3/29/75  William Wooten, age 18, shot by stakeout officer William Bresnahan after Wooten and another approached Bresnahan and said they were police officers and began to frisk him. Bresnahan began to struggle. Wooten grabbed Bresnahan's gun and shot once. The gun was dropped and the youths fled. Bresnahan picked up gun and fired, striking Wooten.

3/30/75  Brian McGill, age 18, shot by off-duty officer Jensen Thorwald following an incident in which Thorwald and another man beat several youths. McGee and others confronted the man after the beating. McGill was shot. Thorwald and his accomplice were indicted for the beating and shooting.

4/1/75  Peter Mergio (juv.), age 17, shot by off-duty officer Robert Stansfield after a car with five youths inside drove alongside Stansfield's car, three youths got out and attacked him. Stansfield shot two, including Mergio.

4/1/75  Joseph Stone, age 18, shot by off-duty officer Robert Stansfield after a car with five youths inside drove alongside Stansfield's car. Three youths got out and attacked him. Stansfield shot two, including Stone.

4/2/75  Julius Jackson, age 24, shot by Act III officer John Wolfe after Jackson and a friend crossed in front of a car causing it to brake and a verbal exchange ensued. Jackson apparently armed with a shot gun moved away when he heard a shot. He was shot 3 times. Police versions suggest Jackson turned and pointed the gun but did not shoot.

4/4/75  John Drayton, age 27, shot (k) by police officers John Thomas and Joseph Parkinson after officers answering a disturbance call found Drayton threatening another man with a kitchen knife. Drayton was shot when he ignored police order to drop knife.

4/23/75  Karl Johnson, age 27, shot (k) by stakeout officer John Monaghan after Johnson approached decoy. Robert Hurst drew a starter pistol and demanded money. Johnson was shot as he fled. There are conflicting accounts as to whether he turned and pointed gun toward officer.

4/26/75  Joseph Crosley, age 21, shot (k) by officer Thomas Smyth after Crosley remained when a group was asked to disperse by an officer. Crosley got in a fight with the officer. Smyth in an approaching van says he saw Crossley point the officer's gun at the officer and shot Crossley.

4/28/75  David Nelson (juv.), age 17, shot (k) by Patrick Taylor, Thomas Hollman and another officer, after he was spotted in a car going the wrong way on a one-way street. Taylor's car blocked the street and the cars crashed. Nelson pulled back and drove at Taylor. Taylor and Hollman fired.

4/30/75  Myron Garwood, age 20, shot by Act Officers William James after officers James and Little answered a robbery call and were involved in a shootout with homeowner Carter who claimed he did not know they were police officers. Suspect Garwood, attempting to flee, was shot at close range and several more times as he fell down stairs.

5/3/75  Charles Eskridge, age 19, shot by unknown police officer fleeing from bar holdup.

5/3/75  Ian Harris, age 21, shot by unknown police officer, shooting at fleeing Charles Eskridge (see above). Harris was an innocent passerby.

5/4/75  Thomas Andricola, age 25, shot by officer Thomas McDevitt after Andricola pulled a knife on his parents in a domestic fight and later attacked McDevitt, stabbing him.

5/13/75  Willie Jones, age 21, shot by officers Heiz Munz and Juan Delgado after 4 men including Jones were involved in a fight with a carnival worker and the car in which they were riding struck an officer in leaving the scene.
5/25/75  Clarence Sutton, age 26, shot by officer Dennis Jerome after three officers responded to a burglary call in a factory. Sutton scuffled with one officer who was shot to death in the incident. Jerome heard the scuffle and fired, hitting Sutton.

6/4/75  Kerry Clayton, age 21, shot by police officer Louis Rhodes after Clayton took police radio from Rhodes and started swinging it at him. Rhodes fired once when the radio hit his left hand and a second time when he fell onto subway tracks.

6/7/75  Edward Hatch, age 27, shot by police officer John McCorkle after Hatch held a knife to another officer answering a domestic disturbance call. When Hatch refused to drop the knife, McCorkle shot him.

6/7/75  John Ritzheimer, age 18, shot by police officer Frank Panetta as he was fleeing from the scene of a robbery.

6/9/75  Theodore Lockhart, age 15, shot by police officers Thomas Elrod and Joseph Milligan after Lockhart and two others were seen on a second floor rooftop and ordered to halt. The boys fled pursued by the officers who shot Lockhart.

6/11/75  Juan Edney, age 26, shot by police officer Albert Albergo after he menaced two officers with a hatchet who had come to remove him from his girlfriend's doorstep.

6/11/75  Robert Coleman, age 27, shot by police officers Ernest Lightfoot and John Dougherty as he was running from a bar with a shotgun.

6/18/75  Robert Crawford, age 35, shot (k) by an unknown police officer after he turned starter pistol at two officers and fled upstairs in residence. Officer shot him as he was fleeing.

6/18/75  Dr. Francis Hoffman, age 52, shot by Police Lt. Messing who was involved in a shoot-out with at least two suspects. Dr. Hoffman who was grazed was an innocent bystander.

6/25/75  Anthony Steven Williams, juv., age 15, shot (k) by plainclothes officers Dominic Dilorenzo and Thomas McElroy after they arrived at scene of apparent gang fight. Williams and others were fleeing from the other gang. He did not heed order to halt and may have turned with inoperative starter pistol toward officers who shot him.
6/26/75 Lawrence Amoroso, age 28, shot by officer Harry Schmidt after Amoroso had pulled gun on another man with whom he was arguing. When police arrived, Amoroso fled and turned and pointed gun when ordered to halt. Schmidt fired 4 times.

6/29/75 Tyrone Davis, age 20, shot by off-duty officer James Turner, customer in bar during bar holdup after Davis fired two shots. Turner fired 4 shots.

6/30/75 Henry Adams, age 23, shot (k) by officers Charles Schalet and Edward Erwin after they saw Adams with a gun. Adams fled, was pursued by Schalet who fired one shot during struggle. Adams fled again, turned and pointed gun at officers who shot him.

7/11/75 Harry Penvani, 23, was shot by Highway Patrolman David Moulder while he was attempting to escape from the scene of a burglary. Penvani, armed with a knife, stabbed the officer in the chest in attempting to escape.

7/22/75 Wallace Stanford, 26, was shot by officers Charles Spires and Frank Mastrangelo, who had stopped his car while investigating a holdup. Stanford ran after his car, was stopped, and the officers opened fire.

7/24/75 Stephen Holman, 17, was shot by an unidentified off-duty officer as he and another attempted to make a getaway from a gas station holdup in a water ice truck. Holman was arrested at PGH where he was taken for treatment by his mother.

7/31/75 Edward J. Peterson, 17, was shot (k) by off-duty Intelligence Sergeant James Clark in an attempted holdup of a barbershop. Clark was in a barber's chair when Peterson entered the shop brandishing a shotgun and demanding money. Clark fired throug the barber's sheet, killing Peterson.

8/1/75 Victor Cruz, 42, was shot (k) by officer James Reynolds as he brandished a machete near his house. Reynolds had chased three juveniles from his steps, and refused police order to drop the machete. When he began to chase another man, he was shot in the back.

8/13/75 David Greenhalgh, 18, was shot by off-duty officer Robert J. Small during a struggle when Small arrested Greenhalgh on suspicion of attempted burglary. Several of Greenhalgh's friends resisted Small's efforts and Greenhalgh was on top of Small when he was shot in the arm.
8/25/75  Gus Bailey, 30, was shot by Highway Patrolman Thomas Hollman in a fight for possession of the officer's gun. Bailey had been stopped for running a red light, ordered to produce identification. He reached under seat. Hollman drew his gun and ordered Bailey to back slowly out of the car. Bailey spun and grabbed the gun, and was shot in the ensuing struggle.

8/28/75  Vaughn Avent (juv.) 17, was shot (k) by officer Daniel Rooney as he fled from the scene of a burglary. Rooney heard glass break and saw Avent emerge from a storefront. Agent, who was unarmed, ignored orders to halt and was shot in the back as he ran down the street.

9/1/75  Anthony Majewski, 27, was shot (k) by officer Martin Schab who was attempting to make an arrest for disorderly conduct. Schab was seated in a restaurant when Majewski entered and began abusing patrons. When Schab tried to handcuff Majewski, he pulled a knife and slashed Schab with it. Schab drew his revolver and fired 6 shots.

9/8/75  Fred Reynolds, 43, was shot (k) by Officer John Bailey and Ronald Pascerello as they attempted to subdue him. Reynolds had slashed his wife and threatened others with a knife when the officers ordered him to drop it. Refusing, Reynolds backed away. Bailey fell, and Reynolds lunged at him with the knife. Bailey and Pascerello both fired, and Reynolds was hit once.

9/9/75  Steven J. Kaminski, 20, was shot (k) by Transit Unit Marion Dorrah while resisting arrest. Dorrah found Kaminski asleep on a bench, roused him. Kaminski because abusive and resisted. They fought for Dorrah's nightstick and Dorrah drew his revolver and shot Kaminski in the stomach.

9/12/75  Robert P. Huff, 37, was shot (k) by stakeout officer Terrance Mulvihill in an attempted burglary. The stakeout squad was in hiding when Huff approached Mulvihill. When the officer stood up, Huff pulled a knife and advanced. Mulvihill fired and hit Huff.

9/27/75  Ellis Craft, 19, was shot by officer Jack Divers in a shootout following a supermarket holdup during which Craft had shot a store employee. Craft was hit five times in the shootout.
An unidentified 18 year old was shot by officer William Campbell in fleeing from the scene of a burglary. Two suspects emerged from store window and knocked Campbell down, then fled. Campbell fired and hit the suspect.

Steve Warren, 18, was shot (k) by officer Arnold Brennan as he threatened to stab his father. He was standing over his father when the police ordered him to drop his knife. Warren lunged at the officer and was shot in the head.

Willie Tinsley, 27, was shot by officer Richard Molinski when he attempted to flee from a stolen car. Tinsley and another had commandeered a car at gunpoint. When the police caught up to the car, Tinsley jumped out of the car and was shot.

Dave Edmonds, 23, was shot (k) by off duty officer David Groves in an altercation on the street. Groves was helping neighbor change a tire when Edmonds and others drove by, yelling obscenities. Edmonds got out, beer bottle and pistol in hands. Asked if it was real, Edmonds said yes and raised the gun. Groves fired, killing him.

Emanuel Stewart, 43, was shot by officer John McGurk after being stopped as a suspect in a bank robbery. McGurk was searching Stewart when he spun around and grabbed at McGurk's gun. Stewart managed to get up and began running, McGurk shot him.

Harry Tillman, 21, was shot by off duty officer Alvin Flowers following a holdup in a bar. Flowers pursued Tillman, who was armed. They exchanged shots, Tillman was wounded and apprehended.

Arthur Smith, 30, was shot by stakeout officer John Durham. Smith tried to mug a decoy grannny officer and fled. The backup team pursued, and when Smith turned towards them, he was shot in the hand. Smith had been given a verbal warning when he was shot.

Robert Sanchious, 45, was shot by officers John Trettin and Richard Malinowski. Sanchious had fought with his wife, who called police. When they arrived, he was stabbing his mother-in-law. Sanchious got a shotgun and aimed it at the officers, who shot him.
11/7/75  Kenneth Patterson, 26, was shot (k) by off duty Juvenile Aid Division Officer R. Stribling following an argument between the two at a bar. Patterson left and returned. He was removing a shotgun from beneath his coat when Stribling fired twice.

11/9/75  Harvey Williams, 23, was shot by officers Frank De Meo and Francis Newbert while fleeing from the scene of a holdup. Williams was armed with a shotgun or a pistol, which he did not fire, when he was shot.

11/9/75  Edward Jenkins, 18, was shot by officers Frank De Meo and Francis Newbert while fleeing from the scene of a holdup. Jenkins was armed with a shotgun or a pistol, which he did not fire, when he was shot.

11/10/75  Terry Christian, 18, was shot by Transit Unit Officer John Fleming fleeing from the scene of a purse snatching. Fleming and his partner observed the purse snatching, identified themselves and ordered Christian to stop. He fled and Fleming fired 3 shots, striking Christian with the last.

11/10/75  Arlene Reeves, age 21, was shot by officer James Womack, who observed Reeves standing over a man bleeding on the ground. Womack ordered Reeves to drop the gun and fired when Reeves refused to do so.

11/22/75  Amos Singleton, 20, was shot by officer John Filler as he ran from his house. Police went to his house to serve a warrant in connection with a grocery store robbery. Singleton hid in the basement, where Filler fired 3 shots, and then fled down the alley, where Filler shot him in the leg.

11/26/75  Sam Apodaca, 18, was shot (k) by officer Paul Miller after a chase in a stolen car. Apodaca was observed in a car near a broken store window. When approached, he fled in a car. He left the car, was given a warning to halt and then killed with one shot.

11/27/75  Ulysses Levett, 22, was shot by officer Patrick Cooney as he fled from the scene of a burglary. Levett was unarmed, and failed to heed Cooney’s verbal warning to halt, given before Cooney fired.
11/27/75  John Brock, 22, was shot by off duty officer David Williams during an altercation between the two in a bar. Brock had entered without paying the cover charge, and in the course of the altercation, he threatened Williams with a chair and knocked him down with a karate chop in the face. When he hit Williams again, Williams shot him in the thigh.

11/28/75  Eugene Scott, 26, was shot by unidentified police following a robbery at a beer distributor. During the robbery Scott shot a police officer with a shotgun, and then fled in a car. The car was spotted and Scott fled to the house where he was shot and arrested.
1/3/76 Bong Heo, age 40, shot twice by officer William Cope who was responding to fire alarm. Heo was seen by officers fleeing from smoking house armed with a harpoon.

1/3/76 Steven Doherty, age 20, shot by officer William Case while investigating a drug store burglary. Doherty was unarmed and refused to halt.

1/5/76 Johnnie Satter, age 21, shot by officer Albert Robb in chase, after purse snatching.

1/8/76 Archie Myrick, age 20, was shot at while running away from bank, envelope containing money. No injuries.

1/17/76 Walter Gilmore, age 22, was shot by officers John Fleming and John Cousins, when Gilmore attempted to shoot officers with shotgun.

1/28/76 "Unidentified" man shot by officer Joseph Landy, while unarmed and fleeing from scene of burglary.

2/9/76 Marvin Thomas, age 18, shot by officer Benjamin Pickard, during a scuffle, after Thomas and another male reportedly jumped the officer.

2/16/76 Richard Sherard, (juv.) age 16, was shot (k) by officer Donald Woodruff while unarmed and running with a TV in his arms.

3/4/76 Steven Miles, age 37, shot by police officer Charles Solomon during struggle, after Miles allegedly attempted to enter locked City Hall doors.

3/4/76 Thomas Martin, age 31, shot twice by police in 5th district station after Martin grabbed a policeman's gun. Officer Griffin was killed during the shooting.

3/6/76 Allen Anderson, age 30, shot in back by officer Sebastian Sammartini while unarmed and fleeing scene of reported burglary.

3/11/76 Maurice Owens, (juv.) age 17, shot by officer John Sims after the officer was reportedly accosed by Owens with a knife.
3/20/76  Benjamin Woods, age 24, shot (k) by officer Robert Hurst after Woods reportedly attempted to rob Hurst who was posting as an insurance man.

3/20/76  David Bussy, age 31, shot by officer John Monahan, while running from scene of attempted burglary (see above (incident)).

3/24/76  Policeman Eugene Waites, age 33, mistakenly shot by officer Raymond Davis. Waites fired several shots in air to chase a group of youths attempting to steal a bike. Officer Davis responding to radio call saw Waites shooting, not knowing him to be an officer and several shots were fired at him.

4/11/76  Rocky Akridge, shot by officer John W. Walder after Akridge, unarmed, jumped and ran from a car reportedly used by attempted rapist.

4/11/76  Albert Roach, shot by officer John Walder, after Roach, unarmed, jumped and ran from a car reportedly driven by an attempted rapist.

4/14/76  Unknown male, shot by officers Vincent Lombardi and Bernard Unterkoesler after the man had threatened others with two guns.

4/14/76  Unknown male, shot by officer Robert Thomas after reported $7.00 robbery. Suspect was unarmed fleeing over fence.

4/13/76  Alexander Hall, age 25, shot by officer John Kerrigan for failure to stop speeding cycle on command.

5/23/76  Richard Henderson, age 24, shot at by officer James Greer and Charles Chieffo while fleeing unarmed from scene of suspected prowler.

6/16/76  James Zardner, age 33, shot by officer Howard Greene after robbery of bar and pistol whipping of patron.

6/27/76  Charles McIver, age 31, shot (k) by officers Robert Hutchinson and Albert Alberto after McIver ran from reported stolen car and turned towards officers with shotgun in hand.

6/28/76  Lewis Burgess shot by officer Gary Davis during scuffle with Burgess and another male. Scuffle resulted from an arrest for sale of marijuana.
Joseph Smith, age 28, shot by off-duty officer David Thomas. Smith had quarrel with Thomas' sister and fight with Thomas. Later, Smith returned with gun, Thomas shot and blackjacked Smith.

Gary Hannan (juv.) age 17, shot by plainclothes officer David Messaros. Hannan and other boys were seen in parking lot with cart full of meat, they did not halt when officer commanded, Hannan and others were unarmed.

Richard Kochensky, shot (k) by officer Joseph Foley after Kochensky had forced a citizen gun point to drive him to an identified location. Police responded and requested Kochensky to release hostage and throw away pistol. When hostage fell to the floor of auto, shooting began.

Vernon Taylor, shot (k) by officer Louis Saxon responding to false report of stolen cab. Taylor unarmed was seen to run from cab when Saxon shot.

Carlton Baker, age 25, shot by unidentified officers after firing two shots at police.

Walter Larke, shot by officers Ulysses Vance and Robert Ross after Larke was seen entering bar with shotgun and failing to drop gun.

Andre Carter, shot by officers Neill Carr and Joseph Lukosius after officers reportedly saw gun in Carter's hand.

Jacob Rayfield, age 51, shot (k) by officer Joseph Hall after Rayfield had threatened citizen with knife. At time of shooting Rayfield was advancing toward officer, whereupon 5 or 6 shots were fired.

Robert Wetzel, shot by unknown officer, after police were shooting at fleeing youthful robber. Wetzel was a passerby.

Allen Whitner, age 26, shot by detective Lawrence Oliver, when Whitner attempted to rob Oliver with pocket knife.

Otis Halloway shot (k) by officer John Milligan after Halloway and others attempted to rob citizen. Halloway was shot in struggle with officer Milligan.
9/20/76  Joseph Cobb, 27, was shot by officer Frank Sees in a jewelry store robbery investigation. Cobb pulled a knife and swung at Sees who fired one shot. Cobb fled down the street and fell; got up and again charged with the knife. Sees fired several more shots. Cobb was not charged in the robbery.

9/26  Nathan McFadden, 37, was shot by officer William Campbell when McFadden attempted to stab the officer with a knife. McFadden had been chased by a car when he allegedly attempted to stab Campbell.

9/21/76  Michael Moon, 20, was shot by Anti-Crime Team officer Stephen Szymanski in a weapons incident. Moon was observed firing 3 shots at a group of youths he was chasing. When ordered to drop the gun, Moon turned and pointed the gun at the officer, who fired one shot.

9/21/76  Timothy Johnson, 29, was shot (k) by a number of police in a shootout. Johnson, a suspect in a number of robberies, was spotted by police. He then grabbed hostage and threatened to shoot him. The hostage fell and Johnson shot him in the elbow, then emptied his gun, firing at police officers. The police then opened fire, riddling Johnson with nearly a dozen bullets.

10/2/76  Zinke Zewage, 27, was shot by officer Rober Keiffer as he fled from the scene of a rape attempt. Zewage was shot in the buttocks, tried to commandeer a car and then grappled with knife, who then shot him in the stomach.

10/5/76  Joseph Matteo, 22, was shot by officer Briggs as he attempted to escape detention. Police stopped Matteo after his car struck a parked car. He was shot as he fought with Briggs who chased him from a holding room.

10/24/76  Robert Forrest, 18, was shot by plainclothes officer Charles Tapper following a chase. Forrest and another holding suspect crashed their car into a police roadblock and Forrest was shot as he threatened several officers with a number of weapons.

10/25/76  Alberto Gozaless, 19, was shot by officers George Jones and William Le Mon as he fled from the scene of a taxi robbery. Alerted by earlier robberies in the area, the officers observed Gonzales holding a butcher knife at a cabbie's throat. Gonzales bolted and was grazed in the thigh by one of several shots fired by the officers during the chase.
10/27/76  James Summers, 21, was shot by narcotics officers Gary Davis, Clifford Ludd and Michael Stokes when he pulled a gun during a raid on Summer's apartment. Arresting Summers and William Glover on a warrant, all three officers fired when Summers pulled a .38.

10/29/76  Robert Williams, 23, was shot by officer Leonard Little in an exchange of gunfire following a domestic dispute. Wrongly informed that Williams had shot a woman's father, Little and another officer chased him. When Williams fired at Little, Little fired four shots in return wounding Williams, who surrendered a short time later.

11/6/76  Willie Montgomery, 22, was shot by off duty officer David Johnson during a scuffle. Johnson saw Montgomery and another rob a lady shopper, identified himself and attempted to arrest both men. The other man fled, and Montgomery was shot in the side as he and Johnson struggled.

11/25/76  Charles Roscioli was shot by officer Lawrence Hawrylak as he attempted to flee the scene of a burglary. The officer ordered Roscioli down from the roof of a drugstore, but Roscioli kicked the officer and was hit in the thigh by the single shot fired by Hawrylak.

12/12/76  Maurice Bell, 33, was shot by off-duty officer James Gamble in an altercation between the two. Bell attacked Gamble with a shovel and as Gamble retreated, he fell and fired at Bell.

11/24/76  George L. Bankhead, 25, was shot (k) by officer Vincent J. Flynn in a holdup attempt. Responding to a silent alarm, Flynn entered the store with gun drawn. As a cashier lunged at Bankhead's gun, Bankhead fired, wounding the store owner and his son. Flynn shot Bankhead in the head twice.

11/29/76  William Gadson, 30, was shot by officer Harry Howe as he attempted to escape arrest in a robbery. Howe had seized one of two suspects when Gadson leapt out a window, and drew what appeared to be a gun. Refusing to drop it, Gadson was shot in the back.

12/13/76  Filbert Williams (juv.) age 16, was shot by officer William Ennis as he attempted to escape arrest. Williams and another were observed stripping a car. They fled in a car, which crashed, and then on foot, Williams, who was unarmed, was shot in the neck.
12/13/76 Morris Johnson, 30, was shot (k) by off duty officer George Payton in a bar. Wearing a mask and holding what appeared to be a gun, Johnson held up Payton's mother's bar. The bartender called to Payton, who ordered Johnson to halt and fired four shots, striking Johnson in the neck and buttocks.

12/16/76 Wallace Lee Farrell, 62, was shot (k) by officer Walter White in his hotel room. Farrell had threatened a maid with a starter pistol. He refused to open the door to police, who kicked it in. Farrell was shot and died a short time later.

12/28/76 Kim Mason, 20, was shot by stakeout officer Allen Smith in a case of mistaken identity. Mason's brother was wanted for burglary when he was spotted. He fled when the police van approached. Smith gave chase, fired and hit Mason in the thigh.
1977 – 54 INCIDENTS

1/7/77 Gary Grant, (juv.) age 17, shot by off duty officer James Womack after Grant forced his way into the Womack home, assaulted the officer's daughter and brandished a pistol.

2/17/77 Robert Lewis, age 39, shot by Highway Patrolman Charles Geist. Lewis, attempting to escape from the scene of a robbery, had dropped a shotgun and climbed onto a roof when he was hit by one of four shots fired by Geist.

2/24/77 Donald Mang, 25, was shot in the chest by off duty officer William Pritt, Jr., in the course of an altercation between the two in a bar.

3/7/77 Allen Anderson, 30, was shot in the back by officer Sebastian Sammartino, as he fled from the scene of a burglary. Officer Sammartino, responding to a burglary call, ordered Anderson to halt before firing.

3/10/77 Reshore Howell, 24, was shot by officer Herbert Staines or officer Robert Panosevicz while fleeing from the scene of a holdup. The officers had apprehended two suspects when Howell kicked free and fled. When he turned and raised his arm, one of the officers fired.

3/11/77 Unidentified burglary suspect was shot by officer Martin Dugan after he threw a baseball bat at Dugan. On foot patrol, Dugan observed two men emerge from a parked car and later heard breaking glass. He found two suspects emptying a store window. Dugan fired one shot after the bat was thrown at him.

4/1/77 Leroy Bannerman, 63, was seriously wounded when he was shot by officers Michael Conly, William Salera, and David Isle. Holding a shotgun, Bannerman was sitting on steps but walked away when the officers approached. When ordered to halt, Bannerman pointed the shotgun at the officers who fired several volleys.

4/1/77 George Thomas, 18, was shot twice by officers Michael Conly, William Salera, and David Isle. Thomas was standing near his home when hit by shots fired by police at a man nearby two blocks away (Leroy Bannerman).
John W. Dickerson, 34, was shot (k) by a number of police officers after being cornered on the University of Penna. Campus. Police radio had broadcast a description of a rape suspect and details of a chase that brought many to the scene. Dickerson was armed with a revolver, when he died.

Allen Cooper, 30, was wounded when shot by officers Thomas Cheatham and Eugene Young. Responding to a call for assistance, the officers were met by Cooper and another who fired a shotgun wounding Young. Both officers returned fire, wounding Cooper, killing Vanessa Collins.

Vanessa Collins (juv.) age 17, was shot (k) by officers Thomas Cheatham and Eugene Young as they fired at Allen Cooper. Collins, a rape victim, was behind Cooper when the officers shot him, and was killed by a stray bullet fired by one of the officers.

James Collins, (juv.) age 15, was shot by officer William Auckland as he fled from the scene of a robbery attempt. Collins who was armed with a shotgun, fled when his female victim ran to police car. Auckland ordered Collins to halt, fired one warning shot, and when Collins reached into his pocket and turned in Auckland's direction Auckland shot and wounded Collins in the leg.

Dwayne Scott, 19, was shot (k) by officers Joseph Marone and Richard Wertz of the stakeout unit as he fled from the scene of an attempted mugging. The 77 year old victim refused to give up her purse, and as the officers approached, Scott fled. The officers gave chase and both fired at him when he began to gain ground on them. Scott was unarmed.

Mark Davis was shot, as officer D'Ulisse was dressed as an elderly man and the youth grabbed him around the neck with a knife pointed at the officer.

Arthur Punchess, 27, was shot (k) by officers Wilbert Kane, James Mc Hugh, and Edward Boothman. The three officers attempted to restrain Punchess as he brandished a knife and attempted to enter a house. Punchess grabbed officer Boothman and fled, and the police officers fired at him. He died several days later of the wounds sustained
Howard Smith, 24, was shot by Housing Authority policeman Anthony McLean and James Simmons after he opened fire on them and on a crowd that had gathered to watch a fight. The officers were attempting to break the fight up when Smith began firing from a house. The officers returned the fire and killed Smith.

Joseph Smith was shot by officer David Thomas when Smith allegedly beat Thomas' sister. Thomas was waiting at his sister's home for Smith to come. Smith came through the door, Thomas shot him and hit him with a blackjack.

Leroy White, 35, was shot by officer Edward Kelly during a struggle in the 6th Police District headquarters. White, who had been detained for drunken and disorderly conduct, attempted twice to grab police weapons and was shot in the hand during one of the struggles.

Gary Riggs, 20, was shot by officer Edward Connerton as he fled after being ordered to stop. Riggs, who was unarmed, had dropped a box of posters and was hit when Connerton fell and pointed his gun, discharging and striking Riggs in the foot.

Barry Young, 32, was shot by an officer Wright as he fled after being ordered to halt near the scene of a burglary. Young who was wounded was hit in the arm but kept running until he was caught by another officer.

George Eilber, 29, was shot by officer Ronald Ditsche after a fight between the two. Eilber, who was confronted as he walked down the street in the nude, assaulted Ditsche with an artificial limb and walked off. Ditsche fired three shots, killing Eilber.

Alfred Delvecchio, 46, was shot by officer Thomas Heffron after he refused to drop a pistol and pointed it at the officers. Delvecchio was sitting in his room, drunk and armed, and refused to come down when ordered by police. His door was kicked in, and when he pointed the pistol at the police, Heffron fired 3 shots into his chest.

Angel Berrios, 30, was shot in the back by officer Robert Haney who was attempting to break up a quarrel involving Berrios. Berrios resisted the officers' efforts, then fled to his porch when his brother-in-law, Daniel Ranise, began struggling with the officer. Berrios was armed with Haney's flashlight which had fallen in the struggle.
6/30/77 Gary Smalley, 21, was shot by off duty officer John Boyd during an altercation between the two in a bar. Smalley who was unarmed, was wounded in the stomach by a shot from Boyd's gun.

6/30/77 Zach Roland, 63, was shot by officers Donald Guy, Steven Girard and John Olena as he brandished a shotgun. When police arrived, Roland was holding the shotgun on a roomer in the street near his house. Roland retreated alone to his enclosed porch, and as he brandished the gun without firing, the officers fired 12 shots, hitting Roland once.

7/17/77 Gary Friedhoff, 30, was shot by off duty Juvenile Aid Division officer Swails McClary during a street confrontation. The two struggled for McClary's revolver, and when McClary told Friedhoff he was under arrest, Friedhoff who was unarmed, moved in with fists raised and was shot once.

7/2/77 Jose Reyes, 28, was shot (k) by officer Gerard Salerno in his home. Reyes was shot at by Salerno first while still on the street, Salerno having fired through the windshield of his police van. Reyes threw an ax at the van, fled to his home, where Salerno shot him in the face.

7/2/77 Mrs. Josephina Rivera was shot by officer Gerard Salerno by accident. She was struck by a shot fired by Salerno through the windshield of his police van, intended for Jose Reyes. Mrs. Rivera who was holding her baby at the time of the shooting, sustained a graze wound.

7/10/77 Paul Santiago, 25, was shot by officer William Sammons in a weapons incident. In attempting to arrest Santiago and another for weapons violations, Sammons and Santiago struggled and Sammons' revolver discharged, wounding Santiago in the leg.

7/12/77 Dennis McQuaid was wounded and Raymond Doles was killed by officer Dieter Muhlbaier after police chased three robbery suspects in a car and Doles allegedly threw a machette at Muhlbaier.

7/23/77 Harry Thomas was shot (k) by an unknown officer after firing a gun at police and his brother who were moving toward a squad car.

8/2/77 Ismael Alvarez Cintrone was shot (k) by an unknown officer after he shot two men in a bar. When police arrived they were fired at by a shotgun.
8/15/77  Brent McCready was shot (k) by officer Clarence Zerbe after he gave officer a karate chop during a search of his person.

8/18/77  Herbert Nix was assaulted by officer John Boyd when they were arguing at a club in Germantown. Officer John Boyd was shot and wounded Nix.

8/19/77  Frank Gryzler was shot (k) by officer Frank Campbell while prowling in a private home. Gryzler was armed.

9/9/77  Warren Caldwell was shot and wounded by officer Walter Roehl after Caldwell wounded officer Oliver Lopena.

9/14/77  Horace Spring, Jr. was shot and wounded by officer Robert Kelly after he chased his mother through the house with a pistol. Spring appeared on the porch with a gun and refused to drop it.

9/17/77  Jerry Lewis was shot (k) by officer Robert Koch after Lewis charged Koch with a knife.

9/19/77  Robert Allen, 25, was shot and wounded by Abram Covert, off duty officer, who confronted victim in an apartment building after it was reputed Allen had fired a shot into a crowd on a corner.

9/19/77  Antonio Betancourt was shot (k) by officer Ronald Doherty after he shot Doherty in the knee.

9/19/77  Jerry Lewis, 58, was shot (k) by officer Robert Koch after Koch received a call that he had entered a woman’s house and threatened to hit her.

9/19/77  Angel Sepulveda was shot (k) by officer Ronald Doherty when a gun fight broke out between them over Sepulveda’s arrest.

9/25/77  Lonnie White and Bessie Simpkins, couple, was fighting when officers Rosemary Trainor and Barbara Backowsky arrived at scene and took knife from White. White kicked Backowsky in chest. She dropped knife and nightstick and shot White when he was about to kick her again.

10/6/77  James Slevenski was shot and wounded by officer Charles Flynn in process of an alleged robbery.

10/20/77  Robert Riebow, 18, was shot and wounded by officer Francis Franklin when he, while under investigation for a stabbing death, backed his car toward the policeman.
10/21/77 Edward Jackson was shot (k) by Anthony Boyle, off-duty police officer, at a bar. Reports state that Jackson had been expelled from the bar and returned with a meat cleaver.

10/24/77 Jacob Bethea was shot (k) by officer Samuel Marshall after he was approached by Marshall and a second plainclothes officer while standing on the corner with a gun.

11/27/77 Early Lyles, Jr., an escaped convict, was shot and critically wounded while fleeing from a hotel at 20th and Arch. Police officer Dominic was accidently shot by another officer in the incident.

11/5/77 Daniel Cronin was shot (k) by officer Myron Laub after Laub stopped his car for illegal inspection sticker. Cronin threatened the officer with a pistol.

11/11/77 Sherman Howard was fired at by officers William Hinkel and Robert Wiley after fleeing from officers on roof. Howard reportedly fired the first shot.

11/19/77 James Freeland, was shot by officer Michael McNicholas who chased victim into a yard and house. Freeland was pointing a loaded gun when shot.

11/20/77 Larry Williams was shot (k) by officer Ronald Dixon after fleeing into a dead end alley while removing the keys from his car.

11/20/77 James McCanty was shot and wounded by officer Joseph Cannon who went to victim's home as a result of a neighbor's call stating McCanty had gun.

11/29/77 Steven Dykes was shot three times when a white man was cursing and Dykes thought the cursing was directed at him and began chasing the man down the street. The man called for the police and when the officers came on the scene, Dykes pointed a sawed-off shotgun at the officers. The officers fired three times at Dykes.
1978 Incidents

1/9/78 Stephen Handel was shot (k) by officer Charles Shalet, Transit Unit, after Shalet was struck in the head several times with a hammer upon investigating a burglary.

1/10/78 Clifford Brown was shot (k) by officer David Collins when Collins, investigating a disturbance, was confronted by Brown holding a pistol.

1/10/78 Isaac Johnson was shot and wounded by officer Joseph Girmscheid when Girmscheid responded to a call of man with gun.

1/28/78 James Bailey/Edward Acker were shot and wounded by police after robbing a pharmacy. Bailey was shot when, after fleeing from police he attempted to commandeering a car while Acker was struck upon holding the pharmacist hostage. Both men were armed.

2/8/78 Lance Eldridge was shot and wounded by off duty officer Mordie Baskerville after Baskerville confronted a group of youths who were throwing snowballs at him and his car.

2/12/78 Franklin Steward, age 63, was shot (k) by officer Barbara Herot. Responding to a call from a woman alleging that her half brother was trying to rape her, officer Barbara Herot tried to calm Steward down while another officer, Marjorie Giddings went to the car to call for more police. Steward allegedly pulled a knife and Herot shot him.

2/13/78 Wayne Diaz was shot (k) by plainclothes officers William Devery and Daniel Azzeff after he fired at them while robbing a bar. Wounding both officers in the arm, they fired back hitting Diaz four times in the chest.

2/27/78 Michael Carpenter, age 19, was shot (k) by officer Giardino. Five youths were driving around in a Thunderbird (headlights out) was spotted by police. A chase ensued ending in a head-on collision. After crash 3 youths fled from car, officer Giardino chased Carpenter into a factory garage. Carpenter emerged from darkened area with his arm extended and was shot by Giardino.
2/27/78 An unknown man was wounded by officer Michael Gabbett. Police received a call that an apartment was being robbed. Gabbett was first on the scene, saw two men leaving the place, the men ignored his order to halt; jumped into their car and sped away. Another police car blocked the fleeing auto, the driver ran into a field. Gabbett chased him, fired one shot, hitting man in the shoulder.

3/3/78 William Taylor and many other innocent victims were wounded when officers replying to a warrant to search a house suspected of illegal gambling, proceeded to ring the bell. When no answer, broke in, there was a shot from somewhere and the officers fired into the room with many people, wounding Taylor and many others.

3/6/78 An unknown man was shot at through his door by unknown police officers who responded to a landlady's complaint about him. The man fired at the police officers first. His wounds are believed to be self inflicted.

3/21/78 Samuel Saulis was shot (k) by officer John Russell. Saulis grabbed a woman's purse and fled directly towards Russell. When he ignored Russell's order to freeze and pulled his hand out of his coat, indicating he had a gun, the officer opened fire.

3/24/78 John R. Stanley was shot and wounded by officer Dennis Donlon. Stanley was involved with another man in a street fight. When it was alleged that Stanley had a knife, police demanded him to give them the knife. Stanley dropped the knife and proceeded to flee when he was shot by officer Donlon.

4/4/78 Scott Earlin (a police officer) was shot and wounded by officer James McDonnell. McDonnell fired shots at a vicious dog and the bullets ricocheted striking Earlin.

4/7/78 John Youngblood was shot (k) by officer Philip Bowdren. Bowdren heard shots outside his home, he told his wife to call the police, took his revolver and went outside. He saw a car backing up with the inside light on. He shouted police, hold it, the driver, police alleged, fired a bullet through the windshield at Bowdren who returned fire.

4/8/78 Raymon Murray was shot (k) by officers Joseph Rush and Vincent Rizzo. Murray was found breaking into a store. He fled, disregarding an order to halt, and received one bullet from each officer.
4/14/78 Edward Terebieniec was wounded and Patricia Cermanski was killed by officer Dennis Ecker after a traffic dispute during which Cermanski rammed Ecker's car and drove over his foot, while her companion Terebieniec was beating him.

5/6/78 Robert Robinson was shot and wounded by officer Richard Lynch after Robinson, fleeing from a burglary attempt, turned to shoot at him.

5/10/78 Thomas Keenan was shot by officer Francis Szpula over a quarrel about the closing of a nightspot on City Line Avenue. During the disturbance, Keenan was shot in the side by Szpula's gun.

5/18/78 Calvin Wilson was shot by officer Kevin McDermott when on the northbound City Hall platform McDermott, member of tactual unit was seated on bench when Wilson sat down. Wilson grabbed McDermott, slammed him against the wall, and took $3.00 from his pocket. McDermott ran after Wilson, shouted for him to stop and then fired.

6/3/78 Albert Baffa was shot (k) by officer James Black after a highway chase beginning on the westbound Schuykill Expressway and ended up in victim's driveway. Officer Black ordered Baffa out of the car, a struggle began and officer Black shot Baffa.

6/14/78 George Green was shot (k) by policeman Gary Bell after allegedly reaching for the glove compartment instead of putting his hands up after being stopped for a traffic violation.

6/19/78 Willie Newell, age 36, was shot (k) by officers Alan Barracough, Joseph Legradi and Anthony Boyle. The police responded to a call for help in handling a domestic dispute. Barracough, the first officer to respond, was met by a shot gun blast over his right shoulder. Barracough returned fire, Legradi and Boyle also fired into the apartment.

6/23/78 George Eilber was walking nude down the street carrying a large tree limb. He was shot and killed by officer Ditsche after he struck Ditsche with the limb.

6/24/78 Nelson Artist was shot and killed by officer Orestes Trush after the policeman's revolver accidentally discharged during a search of Artist's person.
Winston Hood was shot (k) by officer Peter Organsky after which police stated Hood struggled with the policeman in attempt to regain his gun. Civilian witnesses say Hood was handcuffed when shot.

Harry Shank was shot (k) by officers Harry Young and Robert Szafranski after Shank turned to fire at them.

Unknown man was shot (k) by officer Gary Davis after refusing an order to put down his weapon.

C. Craig Rolfse was shot after receiving a parking ticket by officer Charles Schlerntzauer. Victim became enraged and tried to drive away. When he attempted to run down other officers, Schlerntzauer shot him.

Chuckie Africa was shot and wounded by unknown police after a number of MOVE members shot at several officers.

Charles Martin was shot (k) by officer Terrence Borlek after he fired at a man with a rifle.

Wilbur Thorpe (k) by officer Raymond Holdenber. Thorpe forced his way into a neighbor's home with two large knives. The neighbor called police, when Goldenberg arrived, Thorpe lunged at him and was shot twice.

John McClendon was shot by officer Keith Flamer when an unidentified person told the officer that Mr. Flamer had just robbed someone. McClendon became upset and tried to run and was shot.$(w)$

Gilbert Williams was shot and wounded by Officer William Davis. When Williams entered a bar holding a revolver and Officer Davis shouted "stop police", Williams shot into the crowd killing a patron and then fled. Officer Davis pursued him and shots were exchanged.

Richard Reddy (juvenile) age 17, was shot (k) by officer Joseph Washlich. The off-duty officer approached a group of youths in a gang fight. When other officers arrived, the youths fled all but four who started toward Washlich. One youth said shoot him, Washlich spun around fired a single shot, killing Reddy.

Carnel Warren, age 19, was shot (k) by Officer Thomas Bowie. Warren was arrested for a traffic violation, officers Dowe and Bronzelli were assigned to take him to 8th and Race. Warren pushed Bowie and fled south on 7th Street, both hands cuffed behind his back. The two officers pursued him to the Afro American Museum - Bowie apprehended the suspect, who struggled and was shot.

Jeffrey Nye was shot and wounded by police after fleeing from a robbery.
11/7/78  Christopher Lark was shot and wounded in the back by Officer Samuel Batch after fleeing from a robbery.

11/11/78  Asika Malik was shot (k) by Officers Robert Patrick and Robert Learly. Malik was firing shots out her apartment window, when the police broke into her apartment - she fired at them and was shot by Officer Patrick and Learly.

11/17/78  Robert Moore was shot (k) by Officer Richard Wertz and Joseph Marone. As the two officers were riding in an unmarked car, Moore jumped into the street with a knife. A chase followed, as Moore attacked, Wertz fired two shots.

12/10/78  Sherman Vickers was shot and wounded by Officer Robert Di Bellis, when DeBellis tried to break up a fight between Vickers and his wife. Vickers picked up a knife and started toward DiBellis, when he refused to drop the knife DiBellis then shot him.